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Abstract 
There is a set of orthogonal polynomials {g,(x)) which plays a relevant role in the treatment of the case of 
anisotropic scattering in neutron-transport and radiative-transfer theories. They appear also in the spherical 
harmonics treatment of the isotropic scattering. These polynomials are orthogonal with respect to a weight function 
which is continuous in the interval [ - 1, + 11 and has a finite number of symmetric Dirac masses. Although some 
other structural properties of these polynomials (e.g., the three-term recurrence relation) as well as some properties 
of their zeros have been published, much more need to be known. In particular, neither the second-order differential 
equation nor the density of zeros (i.e., the number of zeros per unit of interval) of the polynomial g,(x) have been 
found. Here we obtain the second-order differential equation in the case that these polynomials are hypergeometric, 
so leaving open the general case. Furthermore, the exact expressions of the moments around the origin of the 
density of zeros of g,(x) are given in the general case. The asymptotic density of zeros is also pointed out. Finally, 
these polynomials are shown to belong to the Nevai’s class. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, the close connection between the theory of orthogonal polynomials and the 
neutron-transport and radiative-transfer theories is well known [6,18]. A set of orthogonal 
polynomials {g,$‘)(x)] was introduced long ago [8] in the treatment of the fundamental transfer 
equation which governs the variation in energy intensity of a pencil of radiation traversing a 
medium. The same polynomials were shown to play an important role in the treatment of both 
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direct and inverse problems in one-velocity neutron transport with isotropic [10,23] or az- 
imuthally-symmetric anisotropic scattering [2-5,7,15,1S-21,30,31,33] by means of the spherical 
harmonics technique [lo]. Later on, several authors [25-29,321 generalized these polynomials 
and defined a set of orthonogal polynomials {gim)(x>) for the general case m # 0 to treat in the 
appropriate manner the azimuthally-dependent anisotropic one-speed neutron transport. 
The polynomials g, (m)(~) are uniquely defined by the recurrence relation 
with the initial conditions 
m-l 
g(m)= I-I (2n + 1) = (2m + l)!!,  gE1(x) = 0. 
n=O 
The parameter m can be any nonnegative integer and h, = 2k + 1 - Ok, where Wk are the 
Legendre-expansion coefficients of the so-called scattering or phase function p (the scattering 
probability for anisotropic collisions of neutrons with stationary nuclei in the transport 
equation) [8,29], i.e., 
p(cos 8) = f - @k&&OS q, 
k=O 
6 being the scattering polar angle with respect to the positive axis of the appropriate coordinate 
[29], and P,(x) d enotes the well-known Legendre polynomials. The parameters Wk, 1 < k =G K, 
describe the kth-order anisotropy of scattering of the medium, while Go takes care of the 
isotropic case (W, < 1 since some absortion is always assumed). 
Usually, one has 
wk = (2k + $$k, (1) 
where c and fk are real parameters having the following restrictions: 
O<c<l, (2) 
fo= 1, (3) 
]fk 1~1, for k>l. (4) 
The polynomials gi”’ are of degree k - m, alternatively even and odd. They are a general- 
ization [29] of a modified version of the associated Legendre polynomials, and reduce to them 
in the limit Ok + 0 for all k, i.e., when the medium becomes purely absorbing. On the other 
hand, they take on the following determinantal expression: 
hi?? 1 
2m+l h,+lx 2 
gW) 
&%) = (k mm)! 
2m + 2 hm+2x 3 
2m + 3 hm+3x 4 
k+m-2 h,_,x k-m-l 
0 k +m - 1 h,_,x 
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Furthermore, these polynomials have been shown [26,29,42] to be orthogonal with respect to 
a weight function which is continuous on - 1 <x G 1 and has a finite number M of symmetric 
Dirac masses located outside this interval. The orthogonality relation is 
2 (k+m)! 
= 
h, (k-m)! 8nk’ (5) 
where N(x), Nj+ and Nj- are given in [26,27]. 
The finiteness of the number M of discrete Dirac masses is one of the most difficult 
problems in neutron-transport heory. It occurs only if the scattering parameters Ok or, what is 
the same, the so-called Legendre coefficients fk satisfy certain convergence criteria. These 
criteria have not been firmly established in the general case. Only in the case that m = 0, which 
corresponds to the azimuthally-symmetric scattering, such convergence criteria are known for 
monoenergetic transport [3,6,18]. According to 1nGni.i [18], this criterion is 
m 
c p + 1) I f, I < m, 
n=O 
while Case [6] claims that the condition 
m 
c n21fn I <cc (7) 
n=O 
is the “about as weak as possible” requirement for the finiteness of M. Later on, Cacuci [3] 
showed that Case’s condition for one-velocity neutron transport is not satisfied by some 
hydrogen media. Moreover, it seems that the criterion of convergence of the Legendre 
moments is 
m 
n=O 
which is weaker than that of Case and which is shown to be satisfied by all nuclides, included 
hydrogen. 
Therefore, we will restrict our discussion to the case m = 0 and then we will consider the 
polynomials g$)(x). Denoting by gk(x) =xk + ck_Ixk-l + . . * , k = 0, 1, 2,. . ., the manic 
polynomial corresponding to gi”< x), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , the resulting manic family satisfies the 
three-term recurrence relation [18] 
gk+l(X) =xgj&) - G-lgk_,(X), k 2 0, (9) 
with the initial conditions g_ ,(x> = 0 and g,(x) = 1. Here the o-parameters are given by 
2 ._ (k + 1): (k + 1)2 
Ok .- = h/c+ I& (2k Q(2k Ok+*) . + 1 - + 3 - 
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Due to the physical requirement that p(cos S) > 0 and because of the restrictions (2)-(41, it 
is clear that 
O<W,<l and lWkl <2k+l, k=l,2 ,..., N. (11) 
Each set of @,-parameters characterizes a scattering or phase function p(cos 61, so it 
specifies a scattering model. Various scattering models have been frequently used in the 
literature for neutron transport [15,16,22,28,33] as well as visible light in fog [35,41]. Let us here 
mention only two of them. The binomial model with predominantly forward (+) and backward 
(- > scattering is defined by [22,38] the parameters 
(2k + l)(ck! + 1 - k) _ 
%k+)= + (2k_l)(cu+l+k)%1(~+)’ k>I, 
once W0 is given. A second scattering model has the following expansion coefficients [16]: 
w/J/) = (2k + l)l%,, - 1 < 1< 1. 
Here we will center around the g-polynomials defined by (91, (10) and subject to the 
restrictions (111, or (2)-(4), and the Iniinii’s convergence criterion (6). Several structural [18] 
and spectral [12,13,18] properties of these polynomials have been published. However, the 
second-order differential equation and the density of zeros (i.e., the number of zeros per unit 
interval) of the polynomials gk(X) are not apparently known. The purpose of this paper is to 
give these two properties. We will partially describe the first one in the next section; the second 
one is fully characterized by means of its moments around the origin in Section 3. 
Before ending this section, let us point out that although our attention will be centered 
around the g-polynomials, there are other sets of orthogonal polynomials for use in neutron- 
transport theory [36], but they have not yet been shown to be as useful and simple as those 
considered in this paper. 
2. The second-order differential equation 
In this section we consider the following question. What is the second-order differential 
equation satisfied by the g-polynomials defined by the recurrence relation (91, (10) subject to 
the restrictions (ll), or (2)-(41, and (6)? We cannot give a full answer to this question because 
up to now there is no method in the theory of orthogonal polynomials which allows to calculate 
the second-order differential equation of an orthogonal polynomial sequence from the coeffi- 
cients of the three-term recurrence relation which generates it. 
A partial answer to the aforementioned question can be given by using a method developed 
in [17]. The result is summarized in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The polynomials y = g,(x), n 2 0, defined by (91, (10) and the conditions (2)-(4) and 
(6), satisfy the differential equation 
a(x)y” + T(X)Y’ + A,y = 0, (12) 
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with 
0: 
h,=n(2-n)+$z(n-1) 1+1 ) 
( 1 ml 
if and only if the parameters w, verify the recursion relation 
+ 
co= - &A, [(2n 
- - 4n + 
3)h, 8]~0,2_~ n- (2n + l)A, - 4n 
, 12 2 1, 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
where 
In fact, this theorem gives, by means of (16), the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
aforementioned g-polynomials to be of hypergeometric nature. Since the only orthogonal 
polynomial solutions of the differential equation (12) are [1,9,24] the so-called classical 
orthogonal polynomials (Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite and Bessel), one may wonder if there is any 
classical polynomial in the family of g-polynomials. The result is the following. 
The Jacobi polynomials 
with 
3-A, 
a=h, 
(17) 
(18) 
are the only classical orthogonal polynomials which belong to the family of g-polynomials, 
which can be demonstrated as follows. 
The Hermite polynomials occur [1,9] only if a(x) = constant but, due to (131, this happens 
when of = 2~2, (i.e., for A, = 2); then, condition (16) reduces to oi = (n + l)w& which together 
with (1) and (10) leads to Legendre moments f,, which violate the restriction (4). Laguerre 
polynomials can never occur because it is apparent from (13) that a(x) cannot be a polynomial 
of first degree and the Laguerre family appears [1,9] only in this situation. Moreover, there is 
no chance for Bessel polynomials because their existence [9,24] requires that a(x) had a double 
root, which, according to (13), is only possible if W: = -020, that is, when A, = 0; this cannot 
happen because the parameters W: are strictly nonnegative. 
However, the existence of Jacobi polynomials requires [1,9] that the polynomial (T(X) given 
by (13) has two different roots, which may occur, provided that of # 20~: (i.e., for A, # 2). 
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Then, the two roots are x f = +x. Now, one makes the change of variable x = xs and reduces 
the differential equation (12) to 
(1 - s2)y”(S) - -&SYQ) + 
2 
&Y(s) = 0, 
2 
whose solutions [1,9] are the Jacobi polynomials P,‘“,p’(~) given by (171, (18). 
Proof of Theorem 1. We follow a technique developed in [17], which allows to find the 
necessary and sufficient conditions to be satisfied by the polynomials {g,(x)} defined by the 
recurrence relation (9), in order that they are solutions of a second-order differential equation 
of type (12) with a(x) = yx2 + px + CX, T(X) = EX + 6 and (hk} a sequence of constants. In this 
technique one starts with the assumption that the first two polynomials g,(x) =x and g*(x) = 
x2 - 020 are solutions of (12). From the resulting linear system, the coefficients {r, p, (Y, E, S} of 
a(x) and S-(X) can be expressed in terms of A, and A, as (see [17, Lemma 11) 
y=A,-+A,, p=s=o, CY = $l&,, E= -A,. 
Then, one assumes that gk(x), k 2 3, satisfies (121, that is, 
(yx* + ‘y)g,(x)II + Exg,(x)’ + A,&(x) = 0. 
(19) 
Taking the kth derivative, one obtains the coefficient A,, k a 3, in terms of A, and A, as (see 
[17, Lemma 11) 
A, = k(2 - k)A, + +k(k - l)A,. (20) 
Remark that this is also true for all k 2 0. So, if the polynomials (g,(x); k > 0) satisfy a 
second-order differential equation of type (121, then their coefficients a(x), r(x) and A, are 
characterized by the parameters (y, p, CX, E, S} as given by (19) and (20) in terms of A, and A,. 
On the other hand, let L, be the second-order differential operator corresponding to (12). 
Then, taking into account that the g-polynomials satisfy the recurrence relation (91, it can be 
shown [17, Lemma 21 that the recursion 
L k+,&+l(X) =xL,g,(x) -&IL,-,&,(x) + UX)> k 2 19 
holds. Then, as stated in [17, Lemma 21, the searched necessary and sufficient condition for the 
g-polynomials to be solutions of (12) is that R,(x) = 0 for all k > 1. Finally, this last condition 
is equivalent to the one established in [17, Theorem 21, which in our case becomes 
[o; - (2k + 1) w; + (2k - 3)o;_l]A2 + 4[ ko; + (2 - k)o:_,]A, = 0. (21) 
For k = 1, one has a relation between A, and A,, given by 
where A, remains arbitrary. Following [17], we choose A, equal to unity. Then A, and A, are 
fixed and (20) and (21) take on the forms given by (15) and (16) and the proof of our theorem is 
completed. q 
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3. Density of zeros 
The zeros of the g-polynomials form an approximate representation for transport theory of 
the spectrum of discrete eigenvalues and the continuum from - 1 <x G + 1. They are tabulated 
(see, e.g., [lo, pp. 119-1211). Moreover, in the method of spherical harmonics for solving 
transport problems, the zeros of g,+,(x) = 0 are the eigenvalues for the PL method [27]. 
Up to now the only known nontrivial information about the density of zeros of the 
g,-polynomials refers to its asymptotic behaviour [12,13,18]. Indeed, the moments about the 
origin of the asymptotical (i.e., for y1 + m> density of zeros of the general polynomial gAm)(x) 
have been explicitly calculated [12,13] in a closed form for three wide classes of scattering 
models. No results are yet known for the discrete density of zeros. 
Here we are interested in the density of zeros p,(x) of the polynomial g,(x) as defined by 
(91, (10) and the restrictions (111, or (2)-(41, and (6). To do that we will use its moments around 
the origin defined by 
/..L?’ = /x’p,(x) dx, 
C 
which completely characterize the density [37]. The main result is the following. 
Theorem 2. The moments around the origin ,uy) of the density of zeros of the polynomial g,(x) 
vanish if r is odd, and have the following values in the even case: 
(n)- E i P(k,, k2,...,k,)n~pOZkIOfk: . p2k - n 
i 
. . w12:;_2 ) 1 (22) p=l i=l 
for k = 1, 2, 3,. . . , and 
p-2 (ki + ki+l - I)! 
P(k,, k,,...,k,) =k,’ n 
i=l (k;- l)! ki+l! ’ 
where the partitions (k,, k,, . . . , k,) of the number k aresuch that k=k,+k,+ ... +k,. 
The first few moments of lowest order are as follows: 
3 n-l 
(23) 
(24) 
(27) 
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To prove this theorem we will use the following result [11,14]. Let us consider the 
polynomials (I’,< x)) defined by the recursion relation 
P,(x) = (x - u,)P,_,(x) - b;_,P,_,(x), y1 = 1, 2,. . .) P-I(X) = 0, PO(X) = 1. 
(28) 
The moments of the density of zeros (i.e., the number of zeros per unit interval) of the 
nth-order polynomial P,(x) are given by 
where C,,, denotes that the sum extends over all the partitions [r;, ri, r;, r2,. . . , rj, r-i’,,] of r 
such that 
(11 c;_‘;r; + 2X{= iri = r; 
(2) if rS = 0, 1 < s < j, then Vk > s, rk = r; = 0; 
(3) j = ir or t<r - 1) for r even or odd respectively; 
and t denotes the number of nonvanishing ri which take part in the corresponding partition of 
r. The coefficients F are defined by 
F(& yl, r;, r2, ...,rj_l, Yj-1, rj) 
(r;+ri-l)! (ri+rj_,-l)! 
=r 
r),! r 1! rj! (rj_, - l)! 
ff (ri+rI+l+ri+l-l)! 
i=i (ri- l)! r,‘+,! r,+l! ’ 
In the case that all the coefficients a,, vanish, the previous expression for the moments 
simplifies to 
P(r,, r2,...,rP) =F(O, rl, 0, r2,...,0, rP, 0). (30) 
Here the partitions [k] = [rl, r2,. . . , rp] of k are such that k = r1 + r2 + * . . +rp. In this case 
the first few nonvanishing moments of lowest order are the following: 
1”:“‘=,,_ 17 
2 &! 
(31) 
1-l 
p(4n)= n 
2 ybb4 + 2*c2qt$+i 
i 
(32) 
i=l i=l 
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(33) 
n-3 n-4 
+4 c b;b,2,,b,2+2(bL~ + 2b,2,, + bF+z) + 4 c b’b,‘,&+&+, . 
I 
(34) 
i=l i=l 
The comparison between (9) and (29) shows that a,, = 0 and bz = oi_ 1. Then, one may use 
(291, (30) to evaluate the moments of the density of zeros. One finds in a straightforward 
manner that the resulting values are those given by Theorem 2. Moreover, (31)-(34) produce 
equally easily the values of the first few moments given by (24)-(271, respectively. 
Finally, for the sake of completeness, let us make the observation that the g-polynomials 
defined by (91, (10) and the restrictions (2)-(4) and (6) belong to the so-called Nevai’s class of 
orthogonal polynomials [34] since the coefficients wi of its three-term recurrence relation (9) 
tend towards i for k + ~0. So, all properties of this class described by Nevai [34] may be applied 
to these g-polynomials in a straightforward manner. In particular, the asymptotic distribution 
of zeros of these polynomials is regular, i.e., it is an inverted semicircle in the interval [ - 1, + 1] 
as shown long ago in [12] by other means. 
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